Database developer
Localisation: South Dublin
Salary: Negotiable
Our client is looking for a professional database developer with 4+ years experience with strong
programming skills and experience working with large and complex databases to join their team
based in South Dublin. You will have strong SQL, ETL, design and implementation skills. The
successful candidate will be responsible for the development and administration of the database
aspects of the suite of products and will also liaise with customers and facilitate interaction between
the company and the customer’s technical staff.

Database developer role:






The role covers the full database development cycle, including systems analysis, functional
scoping, technical specifications and design and testing.
Design and implementation of robust, scalable and efficient database systems.
Design and development of ETL processes for database and data warehouse processing
Performance tuning and query optimisation of existing applications and databases.
Perform ad-hoc requests for data manipulations/maintenance, imports, exports, and
updates.

Required Skills:







Minimum 4+ years post qualification development experience with SQL Server with proven
experience of all aspects of the development life cycle on enterprise scale systems or similar
jobs.
Excellent knowledge of SQL Server 2005, 2008 and SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS).
Experience in the development and maintenance of large data warehouses.
Experience with DBA activities including backups, data sizing and hardware requirements
Excellent analytical and problem solving skills, ability to understand complex problems and
to generate appropriate technical solutions.
Demonstrable experience in the design, development and optimisation of large real-time
databases.

Desirable skills:


Experience with building OLAP Cubes with SQL Server Analysis Services SSAS

If this job interest you, and you want to make it to the next level in your career within an exciting
company based in South Dublin, call on +353 1 6874010, text on +353 0864161120 or email
info@itgconex.ie.
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